James, McNulty to join Board of Regents; Montera returning

As votes across Colorado continued to be tallied on Wednesday, three seats on the Board of Regents had been determined, with a fourth too close to call.

Candidates Wanda L. James and Frank McNulty were elected to six-year terms in Districts 1 and 4, respectively, while sitting Regent Ken Montera was the victor in District 5.

The race in the state’s newest congressional district, District 8, was too close to call as of noon Wednesday, when Mark VanDriel held a lead over Yolanda Ortega.

Two incumbents chose not to seek re-election in 2022: Regent John “Jack” Kroll, D-Denver, representing the 1st Congressional District; and Regent Heidi Ganahl, R-Lone Tree, serving in a statewide at-large seat that now is assigned to the new 8th Congressional District. Regent Sue Sharkey, R-Castle Rock, has represented the 4th Congressional District since 2011 and is term limited.

James, D-Denver, became a first-generation student and Naval ROTC midshipman at CU Boulder 40 years ago. An entrepreneur in the cannabis industry, James considers herself an advocate for political equity, a social justice fighter and a lifelong learner. As of Wednesday morning, the Secretary of State’s office reported James with 93,830 votes, while her challenger Amy Naes, R-Denver, had 26,894 votes.

McNulty, R-Highlands Ranch, served in the Colorado House of Representatives from 2007 to 2013. A CU Boulder alumnus, he works in a political consulting firm. As of Wednesday morning, the Secretary of State’s office reported McNulty with 182,538 votes, while challenger Jack Barrington, D-Las Animas, had 107,563.

Montera, R-Colorado Springs, has represented the 5th Congressional District since being appointed to the board by Gov. Jared Polis in December 2021 after the departure of Regent Chance Hill. Montera now will complete Hill’s original term, which ends in January 2025. As of Wednesday morning, Montera had 118,658 votes against 79,991 votes for challenger Ron Casados, D-Colorado Springs.

Montera earlier this year was elected vice chair of the Board of Regents and also serves as chair of the board’s treasury investment group. He is vice chair of the Finance Committee and a member of the University Affairs Committee. A graduate of the CU Boulder Leeds School of Business, Montera spent over 30 years as a senior executive in four Fortune 200 companies leading strategy, multi-billion-dollar budgets and direct responsibility for over 40,000 associates.

In District 8, as of midday Wednesday, VanDriel, R-Greeley, had 89,048 votes, while Ortega, D-Westminster, had 85,476 votes.

Regents are elected to six-year terms, which are staggered. Eight of the nine seats are assigned to Colorado’s congressional districts, including the newly established 8th District; the final at-large seat is elected by voters statewide.

Winners of this week’s board elections are scheduled to be sworn in Jan. 5, 2023, at 1800 Grant St.

Seven faculty members join ranks of CU Distinguished Professors

The University of Colorado has announced seven new members joining its roster of Distinguished Professors, a title signifying the highest honor awarded to faculty across the CU system’s four campuses.
CU Distinguished Professors are tenured faculty members who demonstrate exemplary performance in research or creative work; a record of excellence in promoting learning and student attainment of knowledge and skills; and outstanding service to the profession, the university and its affiliates.

The CU Board of Regents on Nov. 3 voted to approve the cohort of faculty members, recommended by President Todd Saliman with the concurrence of the systemwide Committee of Distinguished Professors. This year’s honorees will be formally recognized during a board meeting in spring 2023.

Including this year’s honorees, 136 Distinguished Professors have been named since inception of the title in 1977.

Distinguished Professors for 2022 are:

Carlos Paz de Araujo, Ph.D., Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, College of Engineering and Applied Science, University of Colorado Colorado Springs

A member of the CU faculty since 1982, Araujo has served the CU community with diligent scholarship, mentorship and professorship. Serving now as a full professor in the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, he has played an important role in the advancement of UCCS from an undergraduate teaching school to an R2 research institution through the establishment of research laboratories, supervising Ph.D. students, and developing graduate level courses in microelectronics.

Outside of teaching, Araujo holds over 200 U.S. patents and over 300 in nine countries, as well as over 10,800 citations to his name. He has participated in grants and industry collaborations exceeding $20 million and has attained broad international recognition for his work. Some of this work includes the development and commercialization of non-volatile ferroelectric memories, which resulted in his designation as the winner of the IEEE 2006 Daniel Noble Prestigious Award and an Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) fellow. He has won numerous awards for his work in the commercialization of ferroelectric random-access memory (FeRAM) technologies, and is currently an honorary professor at Fudan University, China, and Kochi University of Technology, Kyoto, Japan, and honorary member of ITE, Japan.

His 40 years of service to the CU community have been marked by the development of consistently cutting-edge, graduate-level coursework in his research areas and the sublime implementation of those curriculums in the classroom. He has consistently worked with an array of graduate students, with his very first Ph.D. student, now a Distinguished Professor at Rutgers, praising his scholarly prowess and noting his prolific citation and patent counts.

Robert H. Davis, Ph.D., Professor of Chemical and Biological Engineering, College of Engineering and Applied Science, University of Colorado Boulder

A member of the faculty since 1982, Davis has spent over 40 years demonstrating exemplary scholarly, instructional and leadership contributions to CU. Recipient of numerous scholarly honors and awards, Davis also was recognized by CU Boulder in 1989, 1996, 2000, 2002 and 2018 with Outstanding Teaching Awards and by the AIChE with the Warren K. Lewis Award in Chemical Engineering Education in 2019. Service honors and awards include the CU Boulder Robert L. Stearns Award and Distinguished Engineering Alumni Award, among others.

Davis’ research encompasses a broad array of chemical engineering topics. He and his students engage in modeling and experiments in the areas of fluid dynamics, biotechnology, and membrane filtration. A paper he coauthored on the topic of microfiltration in the Journal of Membrane Science is one of the most highly cited publications ever published in the journal. Davis has published 240 peer-reviewed journals and books, with over 19,000 citations. He has secured grants as Principal Investigator from the National Science Foundation, National Institutes of Health, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Department of Education, and Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency.

The funding secured through those numerous grants has allowed him to support an active cohort of postdoctoral, Ph.D., master’s and undergraduate researchers. Having mentored approximately 35 Ph.D. students, 30 master’s
students, and more than 165 undergraduate researchers, he has been enormously impactful in his program at CU. Throughout Davis’ 25-year tenure as Department Chair and then Engineering Dean, CU Engineering has improved in areas of degrees awarded, ranking increases, and growth in research output. His peers attribute this impact in recent decades largely to his leadership.

Kira Hall, Ph.D., Professor, Department of Linguistics, College of Arts and Sciences, University of Colorado Boulder

Hall is an expert in sociolinguistics and linguistic anthropology, and retains a well-deserved reputation as a sophisticated theorist and rigorous analyst of fundamental questions regarding the relationship of language to gender and sexuality, social class, identity, modernity and globalization, and contemporary Indian society. In her career, Hall has helmed nine edited volumes and coedited four special journal issues. Currently authoring two books and serving as co-editor of the journal Gender and Language, her work is regularly included in anthologies of the most important work in the field and discussed in introductory textbooks to sociolinguistics, language and gender studies, and linguistic anthropology.

Hall’s work is of a rare quality in that it has shaped the direction of her field in a number of ways. Her articles theorizing the relationship between language and identity rank among the most highly cited publications in the history of sociolinguistics. She is widely recognized for bringing sexuality into the study of language and gender: She founded the field of Queer Linguistics and is coeditor of the first Oxford Handbook of Language and Sexuality. Past president of the Society for Linguistic Anthropology, her work takes many forms — including ethnographic work with hijras, a nonbinary “third gender” category in India — and is foundational to the study of the fields she has advanced.

As Associate Chair of Undergraduate Studies, Hall revitalized the undergraduate degree program, resulting in a substantial increase in undergraduate majors. She established the interdisciplinary graduate program in Culture, Language and Social Practice (CLASP) and developed it into a research center with an international reputation. She has received numerous recognitions for her improvements to the Literacy Practicum, a community-based learning program. A popular professor, her work with undergraduate and graduate students — who leave glowing reviews — attests to the professorial impact she has had in addition to her prowess in scholarly research.

Rebecca Maloy, Ph.D., Professor of Musicology, Donna Erismann Faculty Fellow, College of Music, University of Colorado Boulder

Maloy specializes in early medieval music. Her primary interests are liturgical chant, liturgy and ritual, and the theory and analysis of early music. The author of four books and many articles and book chapters, Maloy has substantially contributed to her field and is a leading voice in musicology. Her current and recent work has been supported by funding from the European Research Council, the Arts and Humanities Research Council in the United Kingdom, the American Council of Learned Societies, and the Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton.

Within CU, she is recognized as among the most respected and dedicated teachers at the College of Music. A part of the CU faculty since 2002, Maloy has demonstrated a deep commitment to teaching. From the beginning of her time at CU, she has taught 18 different courses, ranging from introductory courses for non-music majors to doctoral seminars in musicology.

In her tenure at the university, she has served as a member of many university and college committees, and serves as a frequent peer reviewer and external evaluator for presses, journals and other institutions.

Dorothea Olkowski, Ph.D., Director of Humanities, Professor in the Department of Philosophy, University of Colorado Colorado Springs

The Director of Humanities and Director of the Cognitive Studies Minor at UCCS, Olkowski has served the CU community in a number of roles since 1990, throughout which she has published 14 books, over 100 articles, and has been cited 1741 times. She is a globally ranked scholar in several of her fields, including 15th in the very large field of
feminist philosophy.

Her scholarly status has been recognized internationally within the field of continental philosophy, specifically as it pertains to the work of the philosophers Gilles Deleuze, Henri Bergson and Maurice Merleau-Ponty. Distinguished literary critics, including a member from the Academy of Arts and Sciences, noted that, “Starting as a perfect critical commentator of Deleuze, Bergson and Merleau-Ponty, she has now produced an original body of work that has redefined the field.”

Olkowski has utilized the international acclaim her work has achieved to advocate for underrepresented voices and ensure their place in knowledge production. Focusing on the global south, she frequently collaborates with others on edited collections, which attempt to bring underrepresented voices to a field frequently dominated by male and euro-centric perspectives.

**Leysia Palen, Ph.D.,** Professor of Information Science and Professor of Computer Science; Founding Chairperson, Department of Information Science (2015-2019); College of Media, Communication and Information and College of Engineering and Applied Science, University of Colorado Boulder

Having joined the CU faculty in 1998 as an Assistant Research Professor in Computer Science, Palen has served the CU community in a variety of roles, culminating in her current roles as Professor of Computer Science and Professor of Information Science. She also founded this latter department as its chair in 2015, a department that has attracted world-class faculty who engage in a wide variety of pressing problems in information science, and that offers new bachelor’s, master’s and Ph.D. degree programs to CU students.

Palen is widely credited with pioneering the field of crisis informatics, which examines the role of information and computing in mass emergency and disaster situations. Her scholarly work engages with the areas of human-computer interaction, human-data interaction, and computer-supported cooperative work. Her work has been cited over 20,000 times and its longevity has been recognized by the ACM SIGCHI Societal Impact Award (2015) and her inclusion in the ACM SIG Computer Human Interaction Academy (2016).

Palen has been a Principal Investigator in research projects supported by National Science Foundation (about $5 million), which has expanded the CU Boulder scholarly community through interdisciplinary multi-faculty and multi-student teams that cross computer and information science with the social sciences. She has mentored 15 Ph.D. students who engage in interdisciplinary work; 13 of these students are women, which is a rarity in male-dominated tech fields. Her former students have gone on to conduct research and lead impactful labs in their own specialized areas of crisis and disinformation at top universities in computer science and information science. A dedicated instructor and administrator, Palen has continued to innovate curriculum, mentor researchers, and stimulate student engagement.

**Ronald J. Sokol, M.D.,** Co-Founder, Pediatric Liver Center, Section Head, Gastroenterology, Hepatology and Nutrition, Director of the Colorado Clinical and Translational Sciences Institute, University of Colorado Anschutz Medical Campus

Joining the CU community in 1979 as an instructor in Pediatrics, Sokol’s contributions to the university have been distinguished by research, clinical care, mentorship and administrative leadership. He directed the Digestive Health Institute from 2006-22, a clinical care program at Children’s Hospital Colorado ranked No. 1 in the country by U.S. News and World Report in 2020 and 2021. His work also has led to the creation of the Colorado Clinical and Translational Sciences Institute and he has been awarded more than $200 million from the National Institutes of Health for research funding.

Sokol’s research has been focused on defining the causes and pathogenesis, development strategies for treatment, and outcomes of infant and childhood liver diseases. In this effort, he has published more than 290 original articles and 125 book chapters or review articles as well as being co-editor of the leading textbook on childhood liver diseases. Sokol also holds five patents related to the use of antioxidants in the treatment of cholestasis, and his discoveries have
significantly affected the way cholestasis-induced vitamin E deficiency is diagnosed and treated.

His scholarly work has gained national and international repute, evidenced by his 385 national and international invited lectures and Visiting Professorships, all of which serve to promote CU Anschutz as a world leader in childhood liver disease research and clinical care. Sokol also excels at teaching, including didactic and bedside teaching for medical students, and has an outstanding record as a mentor. He has 48 past mentees that have gone onto illustrious academic careers, further cementing CU Anschutz’s status as a leading figure in the production of capable medical researchers and leaders in their fields.

Regents hear update on freshman retention rates[11][12]

COLORADO SPRINGS – The Board of Regents on Nov. 3 heard an update on CU’s Strategic Plan, delving into brand new numbers detailing student retention.

During a presentation at the board’s meeting at UCCS, Chad Marturano, vice president and chief financial officer for CU’s system administration, shared slides detailing trends in freshman retention as of this fall. The metric is part of the Strategic Plan’s Pillar 1, Affordability and Student Success.

The current environment for retaining freshman students is challenging, Marturano said. High inflation could be discouraging students from continuing beyond their first year. Unemployment is low, with many jobs available. Ongoing repercussions from the pandemic also may be contributing factors, including mental health challenges and diminished preparedness among high school graduates.

At 87.8% freshman retention this fall, CU Boulder achieved its goal. Freshman retention rates are based on first-time, full-time freshmen returning for their sophomore year. At UCCS (66.7%) and CU Denver (69.5%), freshman retention rates this fall fell short of goals.

Freshman retention rates among underrepresented minority students (URM, defined to include Hispanic, Black, American Indian and Pacific Islander) fell short of goals this fall at CU Boulder (81.8%), UCCS (60.1%) and CU Denver (69.5%).

Each of the three campuses is taking action to improve the freshman retention rates:

**CU Boulder Action Steps**

1. Strengthen the first-year academic advising network.
2. Enhance recruitment partnerships with academic programs.
3. Continue widespread use of predictive analytics to identify students who need support.
4. Develop and implement Common Curriculum.
5. Increase access to First-Year Experience or Living Learning Community.

**UCCS Action Steps**

1. Mandatory advising; Academic Coaching.
2. GPS curriculum.

3. Campus Affinity Building.


5. Learning communities.

**CU Denver Action Steps**

1. Providing opportunities for first-year students to engage in support programs to help ensure a strong start to the year.

2. Lynx Summer Academy.

3. Milo’s Rising Scholars.

4. New CAM living-learning community in City Heights.

5. Academic Boot Camps.

6. First-Year Experience Courses.

The board meeting’s Strategic Plan focus also included an aspect of Pillar 2, Discovery and Impact, which tracks the number of patients served at the CU Anschutz Medical Campus.

Clinical faculty at the CU Anschutz Medical Campus served over 696,000 patients in the 2021-22 fiscal year, achieving the annual progress goal. To continue the trend, the campus’s action steps include expanding services to additional populations such as underrepresented minorities, increasing marketing efforts and increasing telehealth services and remote patient monitoring.

Regents joined campus and system leaders at roundtable discussions to gain further understanding of the trends detailed in the update.

In other business at the board’s meeting, held Nov. 3 and 4 at UCCS:

The board unanimously passed a resolution encouraging the campuses to continue to make available Spanish-language resources for students, including applications, bills, and materials related to admission, financial aid, orientation, housing, course selection and enrollment, among others.

The board unanimously passed a resolution of appreciation in honor of the late Lester B. “Dusty” Loo, a longtime supporter of UCCS and the CU community, whose family continues to show generosity and support to the university. Read more in Communique.

Board members and university leaders celebrated three departing regents and thanked them for their contributions to CU during their terms. The board approved resolutions of appreciation and designated the three as Regents Emeriti: Heidi Ganahl and John “Jack” Kroll did not run for reelection after serving their six-year terms; Sue Sharkey is term-limited after having served 12 years on the board. Last week’s meeting was the final one for all three, whose terms officially end in January when those regents elected Tuesday will be sworn in.
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Swain honored for contributions to tech-enhanced teaching and learning community

Erika Swain, assistant director for compliance and authorization at CU Boulder and associate director of state authorization at the CU system, recently was recognized as the 2022 Sally M. Johnstone Award recipient at the annual Western Interstate Compact for Higher Education's (WICHE) Cooperative for Educational Technologies (WCET) conference.

The award recognizes a professional who has made a significant contribution above and beyond his or her “rank” to the technology-enhanced teaching and learning community. The criteria include thought-leadership, excellence in practice, and demonstrated leadership capabilities.

Swain is a leader with WCET’s State Authorization Network (SAN) as she volunteers regularly and serves on the SAN Advisory Group. She also leads the SAN Professional Licensure Special Interest Team, generously sharing advice, humor and resources with the WCET community through basics and advanced topics workshops and as a community mentor. This year she co-authored a checklist for complying with professional licensure regulations and requirements and gave a session in the SAN Member Policy Series on regular and substantive interaction.

According to SAN, “Erika is always eager to contribute and collaborate and we frequently rely on her expertise and wit to round out our programming. Erika’s contribution is certainly outsized and exceeds her professional rank.”
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